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The Art of Playing the Guitar or Cittra - Francesco Geminiani 
 
Francesco Geminiani (1687-1762) was renowned throughout his long life as one of the great violin 
virtuosi. His opus 59, The Art of Playing on the Violin (1751), is still regarded as an essential study 
for interpreting violin music of the late baroque and early classical period. As a youth, he studied 
with Arcangelo Corelli, becoming an authoritative interpreter of his teacher’s compositions, and he 
also studied composition with the great Alessandro Scarlatti. By the age of 24, he was Leader and 
Concertmaster of the Opera Orchestra in Naples. Clearly a man of ambition, he moved to London in 
1714, then home to Handel and a flourishing music scene. Geminiani quickly established himself as 
the virtuoso violinist in the city, and soon published his Opus 1, Twelve Sonatas for Violin, Violone 
and Harpsichord (1716). 
 
A long publishing career followed, which included reworking Corelli’s concerti, collections of 
keyboard pieces, flute sonatas, a number of didactic works, and towards the end of his life, The Art 
of Playing the Guitar or Cittra (Edinburgh, 1760). But what brought Geminiani to the guitar? 
 
Robert Bremner and the Guitar 
 
The guitar Geminiani wrote for was frequently referred to as the guittar, often (as in the present 
work’s title) alongside a variation on the word cittern, which it more closely resembles. Apparently 
composers, players and publishers were as confused as we are today over what to call the 
instrument, though most agree its origins are in the German 18th-century cittern. One could refer to 
it as the mid to late 18th-century cittern. The term, English Guitar, is rare in 18th-century British 
sources, and although the instrument was very popular in London, the first serious tutor was 
published (as with the present work) by Robert Bremner in Edinburgh. Bremner owned Edinburgh’s 
leading music shop from 1754, and in 1762 opened a second branch in London. 
 
Scottish music was very fashionable in London during the period, with many Scots ballads and 
dance tunes appearing in popular musicals at Drury Lane and elsewhere. Geminiani caught the 
Scots music bug too, with arrangements for violin and continuo of such airs as An thou were my ain 
thing (from Rules for Playing in a True Taste, Op.8 - 1748), The Lass of Peaty’s Mill, The Broom of 
Cowdenknows and others (A treatise of Good Taste in the Art of Musick, 1749, no opus number). 
One could easily imagine Bremner (who studied music with Geminiani) impressing on Geminiani 
his publications for the guitar, and in all likelihood performing pieces to him on a guitar. It is also 
likely that they played together, violin and guitar, which doubtless led Geminiani to consider 
offering an idea for a publication to Bremner. There is also the possibility that the publisher 
commissioned the work from the composer.   
 
Bremner’s Tutor for the Guitar (Edinburgh, 1758)1 contains ten pages of instruction, a double-page 
spread showing a diagram of the fingerboard and the placement of the notes for a C Major scale, 
and twenty-nine solos.2 Both the Tutor and Geminiani’s Art of Playing the Guitar or Cittra are 
unique in showing the guitar with three pairs of unison trebles and three single-course basses. It is 
more normal to see instruments and illustrations showing four double courses and two single bass 
courses, but instruments with nine courses do survive.3 
 

                                                 
1 For a free download of Bremner’s Tutor for the Guitar and more information on the ‘guittar’ in Scotland: 
http://scottishguittar.com   
2 A recording by Rob MacKillop of the entire publication:  
https://soundcloud.com/robmackillop/sets/robert-bremners-instructions 
3 See The Guittar in the British Isles, 1750 - 1810, by Panagiotis Poulopoulos:  
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/5776 



 

 

The tuning from the bass is C E G c e g. This open-chord tuning provides a beautiful, almost drone-
like warmth around notes, so much so that Bremner and other publishers often published editions 
with largely single-note tunes punctuated by occasional chords. This effect particularly suited 
Scottish airs and dances. Another Scot, James Oswald (1710-1769), wrote classical divertimenti for 
the instrument, all the while remaining in keys which contained open strings in their primary 
chords.4  
 
Geminiani’s Art of Playing the Guitar or Cittra 
 
Geminiani must have seen this as too restrictive, and in his Art of Playing the Guitar or Cittra, went 
out of his way to show that the guitar could play in any key, announcing in his preface his intent to  
 
 …improve it by adding more Harmony and Modulation to the usual manner of performing 
 on it…For the disposition and number of its Strings, render it capable of a very full and  
 compleat Harmony, as may be seen by the following Compositions.  
 
The score is in three parts. The upper is for violin. Bremner’s Tutor of two years earlier has an 
image of a man and a woman playing a duet for violin and guitar (the woman is playing the guitar), 
and J. C. Bach wrote a duet for guitar and violin (W Blnc1) so the format was not unknown, but 
Geminiani might well have had another reason for including the violin. The footnote to the title 
page includes the following: 
 
 NB These Compositions are contrived so as to make very proper Solos for the Violin; and 
 as all the Shifts and Graces requisite to play in a good taste are distinctly mark’d, it must be 
 of great use to those who aspire to play that Instrument. 
 
The second part is for the guitar, and is in tablature, making it unique among ‘guittar’ publications I 
have seen.5 In some ways this is a clever decision. The vast majority of guitar players at this time 
were amateurs, most of whom never ventured beyond the fifth fret, whereas Geminiani explores the 
highest extremes of the instrument, and not solely on the first string.  
 
The violin part and the guitar part are virtually the same, and the guitarist must observe the violin 
part for the timing of the notes and rests. Occasionally the violin will hold a single note, where the 
guitar part shows an arpeggiated chord, but by and large, the violin is doubling the guitar part. This 
practice has historical precedence in the mandolin concerti of Vivaldi, lute concerti by Baron, and 
others.  
 
The guitar part is mostly in single notes, though when chords do appear, they are always on 
adjacent strings. Fingerstyle technique allows notes on non-adjacent strings to be played at the same 
time, however Geminiani was a violinist, used to playing chords on adjacent strings. One suspects 
he might have written these pieces on the violin, working with Bremner to develop the guitar part in 
the tablature.  
 
In ensemble playing, a plectrum might not be such a bad idea, as the guitar in this ensemble must 
compete with not just violin, but keyboard and cello also. Some guittars had a small six-note 

                                                 
4 James Oswald, Twelve Divertimentis for the Guittar (1759) - more information and facsimile:  
http://scottishguittar.com/publications/james-oswald/ 
5 A manuscript for a seven-string cittern in a related but different tuning by Edvard Storm, no precise date, 
but somewhat contemporary with Geminiani’s publication, is also notated in tablature. Thanks to Rocky 
Mjos and Jelma Van Amersfoort for this information.  



 

 

keyboard attached to the face of the instrument.6 When a key was struck, a lever would appear from 
inside the body of the guitar, and pluck the string through the sound hole. The sound produced is 
louder and more penetrating than when plucked with the flesh of the finger - perhaps something for 
the modern interpreter to consider.  
 
The third part is for ‘Violoncello e Cembalo’ - the title page mentions harpsichord. Here Geminiani 
provides an independent and very active bass line with numerical figures for chords. Occasionally 
the cello is given a solo part, marked “Viol”, followed by “tutti”. So, two instruments are definitely 
called for. The solo “Viol” part also includes figures above the bass line, implying the cellist was 
expected to add harmony notes - a practice not unknown at that time. As confirmation, note that the 
Affetuoso in F minor, starting on page 40, has a separate cello part which includes chords in two and 
three parts.  
 
One could look upon this work as a chamber quartet for specific instruments, or perform the guitar 
part with another instrument playing the bass line, perhaps with chords interpreted from the figures. 
Although 1760 is late for the lute in Britain, it was not unknown, and was still being used elsewhere 
in Europe. A theorboed baroque guitar might also provide a suitable accompaniment, and at a 
suitable volume level.  
 
The Music 
 
As this is a didactic work, the first piece starts with a scale of C Major, rising and falling in full 
ensemble. This technical section continues with a few arpeggios of primary chords. The whole is 
played Allegro Moderato for almost two pages, before a single bar Adagio prepares way for an 
Allegro flourish of two bars and a fermata rest. There follows a “proper” piece, a Giga in 9/8 
timing, marked Allegro. This lasts for two and a half pages, ending in a full chord by both violin 
and guitar.  
 
This plan of musical scale, with or without arpeggios, followed by a proper piece or suite of pieces, 
remains in place for the rest of the work. Geminiani now moves to C minor. In all, the keys used are 
C, Cm, D, Dm, E, Em, F, Fm, G, Gm, A (no Am).  
 
Of technical interest to guitarists, in the Giga of the D Major section, the tablature shows evidence 
of a small barre with the third finger, Bar 3, page 27 of the publication. In the E minor section of 
Page 28, the tablature shows a partial barre with the second finger. There are other instances. The 
guitar part is heavily fingered for the left hand, and one wonders if this was the work of Geminiani 
himself, or Bremner.  
 
In summary, this is an important edition for the 18th-century wire-strung ‘guittar’, but also for the 
violin. The music is of a good quality, with plenty to do for the whole ensemble. It is hoped that this 
edition will inspire lute players and guitarists to seek out original instruments, or commission 
copies, and perform this music.  
 
Rob MacKillop 
Edinburgh, 2014 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 See Poulopoulos for more details on these instruments:  
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/5776 
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